


Vancore’s Free-floating Vortex snare drums stand for a crispy sound, extreme light weight and very easy to carry.  
First on the market and second to none in performance!
 
We have added a “snap on” construction to move away  
the shell if you want to. If you like to play without shell, 
just go ahead and experience the even more crispier  
unrivalled sound!
Easy to transport, easy to handle. Very strong construction!  
The drums are, depending on model choice, fitted with a fixed  
or fully adjustable top strainer.
Both available with Aluforce or Plywood Impact shells. 

The instruments are constructed with an integrated adaptor unit, attaching your carrier.    
 

Snaredrums

Shells - The heartbeat of marching drums
Specially designed for the demanding Caribbean Bands, Vancore introduces the Caribbean Band Series. 
A complete range of Snare drums, Bass drums, Tenor drums and Multi tenor sets in different features and colours come  
together with a complete set of carriers, adaptors and accessories.    
 
All models can be delivered with Plywood Impact, wood shells or Aluforce, aluminium shells.   

Caribbean Band Series       Instruments to dance......... without limitations

Vortex Snaredrums   First on the market -  First in sound -  
First in weight and construction and last but not least:  

First in Performance!!
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Caribbean Band Series
Bass drums
These magnificent bass drums feature standard a 8- mm 
6 ply shell. If you choose for light weight just pick the 
aluminium shells!! Standard the drums are equipped 
with Remo Pinstripe Bass drumheads for a really 
“Big Sound”. Other heads can be mounted on special 
request. The size range of bass drums in the Caribbean 
Band Series is from 16” up to 32” in diameter. 
All models are 14”wide. 

Shells - The heartbeat of marching drums

Tenordrums
To complete the ensemble sound we designed the single 
headed tenor drums for your Caribbean ensemble. 
Available in different sizes and features. 
The 6- mm wood shells stand for enormous projection. 
The lugs are made out of solid aluminium and come 
together with  stainless steel tension bolds . 
Both available in wood or aluminium feature from 12” 
up to 16” ! 

A strong synthetic trim protects the tenor from damage 
when putting the instrument on the ground.  

Multi Tenor Sets

Our free floating multi tenor sets are specially designed 
for the “dancing percussion ensembles.” 
These instruments really add something to your rhythm 
section.!! They come in three, four, five or even six 
piece configurations.  
The shells are attached to the collars of the drums and 
can be clicked off within seconds  
Easy for transport……. “Great for sound features.” 

Multi Percussion Set
Build your own!! Our modular adaptor system gives 
you the opportunity to build your own multi-percussion 
set up.  
Using special clamps and bracket makes it easy to  
create a special and personalised feature.

Samba Bass 
The Samba bass is a must for every Caribbean band. 
This great instrument comes with an aluminium shell in 
three different sizes. 

18” x 22”
20” x 24”
22” x 24”

Please check CD for all technical specification, colours and features of drums, carriers, and accessories.
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